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About This Game

Orange Season is a farm-life RPG focused on exploration and different gameplay mechanics. It's a game you can play for
hundreds of hours and you'll always have something new to discover.

Game Features:

High focus on exploration, with many hand crafted areas (mountains, forests, caves, deserts, lakes and much more).

Town festivals.

Raise animals and plant crops on your farm.

Tame wild animals and bring them to your farm.

Increase your friendship with the town's villagers by interacting to them and completing quests.

Farm customization

Open Code: The whole game code is available with the game, so modders can change anything they want.

Mod System: Every single detail of the game can be modified by installing mods on them.
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Companion System: You can ask a villager to hang out with you. They will follow you and participate in the things you
do.

Upcoming Features:

Several festivals inspired by real life festivities from around the world.

More than 30 different types of animals.

Marriage system with dozens of potential spouses (regardless of gender).

Rival Marriage system, where you can influence who ends up with who.

Several minigames.
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Yeh, it's OK.

The game is old-school turn based JRPG style, but the battle system is surprisingly fresh and fun. The equipment\/stat building
along with skill trees allows for customization rarely seen in a game of this type. It almost felt like Diablo, the way you would
find a good piece of armor that has a lot of one stat, and then you'd think of how to rearrange your skill tree to best utilize that
ability which leads to different game play types even among the same character. The fact that the characters can fulfill different
roles as well as switch between play styles allows for a lot of customization (as opposed to optimization where there is only one
viable build and you have to work to achieve it).

That being said, the story was bad. I stopped following halfway through because I simply didn't care. I lost track of who was
doing what, and in the end, it didn't really matter. I was in the end game and started doing a lot of the side quests and then I
thought, let's just check out the boss... I handily beat her in a few rounds and was glad I didn't waste time getting every ultimate
weapon and catching every fish or whatever, because after I beat it I really don't feel any urge to pick up the game again.

So the game was worth a playthrough thanks to the surprisingly fun combat, but I'd wait until it goes on sale to get it.

+ combat
+ balance, customization
+ graphics, character design (love Joe Madueira)

- story
- first half of the game has little customization options so combat starts out by just continually tapping the 'A' button
- relatively short game
- little replay value

Fun, but probably won't last long in my memory~ 7\/10

edit: my displayed play time is not real playtime. I left the game on pause when I went to work several times. I'd put playtime
closer to the 25 hour range.. If you're going to do a Portal-alike, it's more than just the puzzles. Your gameplay has to WORK
CONSISTENTLY. I've been in this slog for hours now, and I still can't figure out why sometimes the jumping pads work fine,
and other times it's like pointing the magnet gun at a blank wall. And the cube has no weight. If I'm trying to position it to stand
on it, the slightest movement will send it careening away like it's made of paper. Contrast with the large cubes, which sometimes
barely move when I'm shoving with all my might, and other times fly through the air like balloons.

If I finish this game, it'll be out of pure spite.. 7 dollars for 2 hiests.... thats a robbery..... This game was a total surprise for me.
Simple controls but a hard concept merges with the music and sincere story about two sisters.

Parallyzed really gives you a brain gym workout, crossing the left and right hemispheres of your brain. It combines intuition and
intellect which can lead to a zen moment. Mandatory training for Jedi adepts!. i really like it but the music drives me insane,
can't play longer than 5 minutes...no option to turn it off, or i just can't find it.. Just one more cycle! An intriguing little game
that'll have your fingers twitching as you close in on your high score.... eyeball bro popped up like 20 times in the same spot, I
wasn't able to leave that area because he kept reappearing... good thing I only spent a dollar.. \udb40\udc21. I love this game.
Got the demo first and was hooked. One of best games for my vive.
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Im really torn with how to reveiew Eterium

The gameplay is very very similiar to how I remember Wing Commander 1 and 2 playing, which is why I bought it.

However those games had conversations and stories that made the space between missions interesting and gave a solid context to
the war being portrayed.

Eterium more or less nails the space fighter sim, but drops the ball completely when it comes to tieing the missions togather and
providing context.. Thus it feels like playing one meaningless but fun simulator mission after another.. This game isn't realistic,
but there are many games where realism isn't a factor for enjoyment. Hunting unlimited 2009 takes a different aspect to hunting
games as the game is open world and includes many enjoyable hobbies to a creative mind (running off of a cliff on an ATV,
glitching the ATV into launching in the air.). for the money you spend its OK. tl;dr: it sucks.

I picked this game up during the summer sale. It looked like it had the foundation of a quality TBS game. So I was content to
support the devs.

It was buggy, and unpolished, but had potential. I figured I'd check-in on it from time to time, and see how it was progressing.

Two weeks afer my purchase of this buggy turd, it was released. The devs released a few patches and "updates" to it, but it's still
a buggy turd that's barely above unplayable, and as about as entertaining as the plot from a childrens coloring book.

It's now been a year since the last "update" and it's still just as bad as the big ol' bag of beta feces I picked up almost two years
ago.

Why did I give it a "positive review"? In case someone who hates themself enough is trying to rationalize the purchase of this
piece of crap.. A solid sequel. I love that Tropico has become an archipelago and that you can extend the country across multiple
islands. The inclusion of the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and
commandos is also an interesting addition and I look forward to continuing my cruel dictatorship!
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